Serpentinized and metasomatized peridotites intruded by gabbros and dolerites have been drilled on the southern wall of the Atlantis Massif 30 N) during International Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) Expedition 357. They occur in seven holes from five sites making up an east-west-trending, spreading-parallel profile that crosscuts this exhumed detachment footwall. Here we have taken advantage of this sampling to study heterogeneities of alteration at scales less than a kilometer. We combine textural and mineralogical observations made on 77 samples with in situ major and trace element analyses in primary and serpentine minerals to provide a conceptual model for the development of alteration heterogeneities at the Atlantis Massif. Textural sequences and mineralogical assemblages reveal a transition between an initial pervasive phase of serpentinization and subsequent serpentinization and metasomatism focused along localized pathways preferentially used by hydrothermal fluids. We propose that these localized pathways are interconnected and form 100 m-to 1 km-sized cells in the detachment footwall. This change in fluid pathway distribution is accompanied by variable trace element enrichments in the serpentine textures: deep, syn-serpentinization fluid-peridotite interactions are considered the source of Cu, As, and Sb enrichments, whereas U and Sr enrichments are interpreted as markers of later, shallower fluidserpentinized peridotite interaction. Alteration of gabbros and dolerites emplaced in the peridotite at different lithospheric levels leads to the development of amphibole-, chlorite-and/or talc-bearing textures as well as enrichments in light rare earth elements, Nb, Y, Th, and Ta in the serpentine textures of the surrounding peridotites. Combining these observations, we propose a model that places the drill holes in a conceptual frame involving mafic intrusions in the peridotites and heterogeneities during progressive alteration and emplacement on the seafloor.
INTRODUCTION
Serpentinized and metasomatized peridotites intruded by mafic rocks are commonly exposed along slow-and ultraslow-spreading ridges (Cannat, 1993; Michael et al., 2003; Sauter et al., 2013) and crop out on the seafloor at the Atlantis Massif MAR, 30 N; e.g. Blackman et al., 2002; Karson et al., 2006) .
These rocks are tectonically exhumed along large offset normal fault zones, known as detachment faults (Cann et al., 1997; Blackman et al., 1998) , which extend from the base of the brittle lithosphere towards shallower domains where hydrothermal alteration is active. The detachment has a concave-downward shape (deMartin et al., 2007) owing to its flexural rotation during exhumation (Morris et al., 2009) and crops out at low angle on the seafloor (Blackman et al., 1998) . Altered upper mantle rocks, exposed on the ocean floor and in ophiolites, constitute highly reactive chemical and thermal systems, in which interaction with water to produce serpentinites has major consequences. Serpentinization affects the lithosphere physical properties (e.g. Escartín et al., 1997; Miller & Christensen, 1997; Oufi et al., 2002; Falcon-Suarez et al., 2017) and chemical exchange between the crust and the ocean by trapping and releasing many major and minor chemical elements and volatiles, with important consequences for long-term global geochemical fluxes and biogeochemical cycles (e.g. Frü h- Green et al., 2004; Paulick et al., 2006; Deschamps et al., 2013) . In particular, serpentinization reactions lead to the production of highly reduced fluids and result in high concentrations of H 2 and reduced C-species, including methane, ethane, propane, and straight-chain hydrocarbons (Proskurowski et al., 2006 (Proskurowski et al., , 2008 Konn et al., 2009) . These reduced species are believed to form through Fischer-Tropsch type reactions, catalyzed by Fe-, Ni-, and Cr-bearing minerals, and have important consequences for biological activity on and within the seafloor and for global geochemical cycles (Kelley et al., 2005; Brazelton et al., 2006) . Serpentinites are also an important reservoir for carbon in the form of carbonate minerals, as well as abiotically and biotically produced organic carbon, all of which can survive in ancient mantle domains for hundreds of millions of years. As an exothermic reaction, serpentinization may also contribute some heat to enhance hydrothermal circulation (Kelley et al., 2001; Lowell & Rona, 2002; Frü h-Green et al., 2003) .
Six active hydrothermal sites along the MAR (the high-temperature Rainbow, Logatchev, Ashadze and Nibelungen fields, and the lower temperature Lost City and Saldanha hydrothermal fields) are currently known to be hosted in mafic and ultramafic basement rocks, but more are likely to be found. Lost City on the southern wall of the Atlantis Massif is unlike all other known hydrothermal systems along the MAR. Hydrothermal activity is characterized by large carbonate-brucite structures venting high-pH (9-11), <100 C, Ca-rich, metal-poor hydrothermal fluids with high concentrations of H 2 , CH 4 , organic acids, and low molecular weight hydrocarbons, resulting from serpentinization processes at depth (Kelley et al., 2001 (Kelley et al., , 2005 Frü h-Green et al., 2003; Ludwig et al., 2006; Proskurowski et al., 2006 Proskurowski et al., , 2008 Lang et al., 2010) .
Peridotites recovered in different detachment systems along slow-and ultraslow-spreading ridges are heterogeneously altered. Although a serpentine mesh texture commonly develops during olivine hydration (e.g. Francis, 1956; Roumé jon & Cannat, 2014) , diverse overprinting features are observed: these include multiple serpentine vein generations in the drilled holes of Ocean Drilling Project (ODP) Leg 153 (Kane area, MAR 23 N; Andreani et al., 2007) , serpentine recrystallization and veins in dredge samples along the easternmost Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR; Roumé jon et al., 2015) , and talc metasomatism at the Atlantis Massif and elsewhere along the MAR (Boschi et al., 2006b ). In addition, at 15 N along the MAR eight holes were drilled at five sites during ODP Leg 209 (Kelemen et al., 2004) . The mineralogical assemblages comprise serpentine and magnetite that variably coexist with talc, brucite, iowaite, pyrite and/or hematite (Bach et al., 2004) depending on the holes, and these correlate with specific bulk-rock trace element enrichments . This variability has been attributed to differences in temperature (e.g. talc or tremolite development instead of serpentine after orthopyroxene), redox state (e.g. presence of magnetite versus hematite), presence of altered mafic intervals responsible for high Si activity (talc replacing serpentine textures), or intensity of fluid fluxes (presence or absence of brucite). These textural, mineralogical and chemical features variably affect peridotites from the same dredge, dive or drill site, implying that the footwall of detachments is heterogeneous and that specific alteration processes probably occur at scales less than 1 km.
Our study aims to characterize the heterogeneities of peridotite alteration and takes advantage of closely spaced, shallow holes drilled across the southern wall of the Atlantis Massif during International Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) Expedition 357 (OctoberDecember 2015, R.R.S. James Cook; Frü h- Green et al., 2017) . Sampling benefits from exceptionally good recoveries, allowing precise description of the contacts between lithologies in the cores. Here we combine core observations with textural sequences and mineralogical assemblages identified at the thin-section scale and complement these with in situ major and trace element analyses of primary (olivine, pyroxenes) and serpentine minerals. This leads us to propose a conceptual model for the evolution of the alteration heterogeneities in the detachment footwall of the Atlantis Massif during its exhumation, which are controlled by the initial distribution of primary lithologies and the reorganization of fluid pathways. Our study is based on samples that were altered and exhumed at depth on-axis and are likely to record fluid-rock interaction conditions that differ from those associated with the present-day, off-axis hydrothermal activity at the Lost City hydrothermal field.
GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The Atlantis Massif is a 1Á5-2 Ma (Blackman et al., 1998; Grimes et al., 2008) , dome-shaped bathymetric high located on the western flank of the MAR axial valley and bordered on the south by the Atlantis Fracture Zone (Fig. 1) . The corrugated central dome (Cann et al., 1997) was drilled during IODP Expeditions 304 and 305 in 2004 (Blackman et al., 2006 and recovered a 1400 m thick suite of dominantly mafic rocks, ranging from olivine-rich troctolites to oxide gabbros. In contrast, the non-corrugated southern wall of the massif is dominated by variably altered ultramafic sequences with intermittent mafic plutonic intrusions. Exposures on the southern face are interpreted as a cross-section of the detachment system. Dredges and dive samples correspond to $70% altered peridotites and $30% altered mafic rocks (Blackman et al., 2002; Boschi et al., 2006a; Karson et al., 2006) . Observations from outcrop to microscopic scales reveal successive stages of deformation that affected the peridotites and mafic rocks from the detachment footwall during exhumation (Schroeder & John, 2004; Karson et al., 2006) . Whereas early ductile deformation produced localized mylonitic shear zones through the massive peridotite in a 500 m thick domain below the fault zone, later semi-brittle and brittle deformation features are localized in the 90 m below the fault zone (Schroeder & John, 2004) . Brittle deformation postdates the onset of hydration that produced highly to fully serpentinized peridotites that are locally overprinted by Si-(talc) metasomatism in the deformed layers of the detachment fault zone (Boschi et al., 2006a) . At the Atlantis Massif, serpentinization is thought to strongly influence hydrothermal processes at the Lost City hydrothermal field (Kelley et al., 2001 (Kelley et al., , 2005 Frü h-Green et al., 2003) . This off-axis hydrothermal field lies on the southern wall and corresponds to an end-member hydrothermal system, with brucite-carbonate chimneys and relatively low-temperature (40-90 C), highly alkaline (pH 9-11) fluids (Kelley et al., 2001 (Kelley et al., , 2005 . These fluids are thought to derive from interaction between seawater-derived hydrothermal fluids and peridotites. Thus, the Atlantis Massif provides an ideal natural laboratory in which to study tectono-magmatic and alteration processes in oceanic core complexes, as well as off-axis, serpentinite-hosted hydrothermal activity and carbonate precipitation.
CORE LOCATIONS AND SAMPLING
IODP Expedition 357 (October-December 2015, R.R.S. James Cook; Frü h-Green et al., 2017) drilled a series of 17 shallow holes (maximum 16Á5 m below seafloor, mbsf) at nine sites across the Atlantis Massif (Fig. 1) . Here we focus on the five sites that contain altered peridotites. These sites are spread across the southern wall of the massif making up an east-west, spreadingparallel profile. Site M0071 marks the western end of the profile, Site M0068 the eastern end, and Sites M0069, M0072 and M0076 are central sites, located north of the Lost City hydrothermal field. The four remaining sites include rubble blocks of variable lithologies and sedimentary breccia with volcanic clasts and carbonate sediments (Frü h-Green et al., 2017) . A short core of foraminiferous carbonate ooze was recovered at Site M0074 in the central dome, close to IODP Site U1309 where a total thickness of 1400 m of gabbroic plutonic rocks was recovered during Expedition 304/305 (Blackman et al., 2006; Ildefonse et al., 2007) . The holes considered in this study benefit from remarkable recoveries for such settings, ranging between 30% (Hole M0071C) and 75% (Hole M0069A), with an overall recovery of 58%. Penetration depths ranged between 3Á67 and 16Á50 mbsf. Harzburgites and dunites dominate (44% by length), followed by metabasalts and metadolerites (24%), talc-amphibole-chlorite-bearing lithologies (11%), calcareous sediments (8%) and metagabbros (4%) (Frü h-Green et al., 2017) . Figure 2 presents a simplified log of the various lithologies, with scans of typical cores recovered in these holes shown in Fig. 3 .
Coherent, decimeter-to meter-long sections of cores, as well as structural measurements, indicate that the central sites are in situ portions of the Atlantis Massif basement (Frü h-Green et al., 2017) . They record a complete history of processes affecting the peridotitedominated domains of the lithosphere in the vicinity of the detachment fault zone during exhumation: early magmatic intrusions in the mantle, progressive serpentinization and metasomatism of these units, coeval dolerite intrusion at depth and superficial basaltic volcanism and final seafloor weathering. In contrast, the northwestern and most eastern sites contain rubbly intervals associated with well-preserved sedimentary structures pointing to a mass-wasting origin and local faulting. Although major structural relationships are lost at the northwestern and eastern sites, they still provide constraints on the tectonic, magmatic and alteration processes affecting the southern wall of the Atlantis Massif.
Microscopic observations were made on 77 thin sections distributed along these seven holes (dots in Fig. 2) . Sampling covers the diversity of alteration textures in intervals with an inferred peridotite protolith. The protoliths correspond to 57 harzburgites and 20 dunites (Supplementary Data Table S1 ; supplementary data are available for downloading at http://www.pet rology.oxfordjournals.org). Estimated modal proportions of primary minerals typically lie in the range of 60-100% for olivine, 0-40% for pyroxenes (including minor clinopyroxene), and <1-2% spinel. Sixty-four thin sections show complete replacement of olivine by serpentine, precluding characterization of mantle textures. Where olivine relicts are still present (13 thin sections), they generally do not exceed a few per cent of the rock and a few tens of microns in size. Fresh pyroxenes are rare (five occurrences out of 77 pseudomorphs analyzed in 11 samples) and are between a few hundreds of microns to several millimeters in size. Alteration of the pyroxenes is variable and led to serpentine (bastite texture), talc, tremolite, chlorite, or a mixture of these products. Spinels often show fresh cores with rims altered to iron oxides and sometimes Fig. 2 . Simplified logs of the dominant lithologies recovered in the seven holes containing serpentinized peridotites. The western and eastern holes exhibit rubbly intervals and sedimentary structures and are interpreted as products of mass wasting and local faulting, whereas the central holes represent in situ portions of the detachment footwall. The 66 white dots indicate samples used during our preliminary observations; the 11 black dots are the samples selected for further detailed investigations. Despite local dolerite intrusions, holes from Sites M0071 and M0069 are dominated by serpentinized harzburgites and dunites with very limited metagabbroic intervals. In contrast, Holes M0072B and M0068B contain more dolerites and gabbros, potentially Ca-rich metagabbros, and talc-amphibole-chlorite-bearing schists. Hole M0076B is intermediate, with a top portion containing metagabbros and talc-amphibole-chlorite-bearing schists, and a bottom portion dominated by serpentinized harzburgites and dunites.
with a thin coating of chlorite (clinochlore). Thirty-three samples also show partial to complete replacement of serpentine by talc. In this case, the peridotite nature of the protolith was inferred from the presence of spinels Core M0071A-2R1 is composed of pervasively serpentinized harzburgites in contact with a gabbro altered to chlorite and amphibole. Core M0069A-10R3 is an example of a pervasively serpentinized dunite. Core M0076B-7R1 shows a pervasively serpentinized harzburgite overprinted by later serpentine textures (recrystallization and veins) and talc metasomatism. These overprints are localized in interconnected bands that surround meshtextured cores. In Core M0072B-8R2, the pervasively serpentinized harzburgite is intruded by dolerites and overprinted by white (tremolite-chlorite) and grey (talc) domains. Core M0068B-2R1 shows talc metasomatism and pervasive propagation from a metagabbro inside the serpentinized harzburgite. The petrological description of the 66 other samples is available in Supplementary Data Table S1 . cc, core catcher; ol, olivine; px, pyroxene; sp, spinel; gran, granular; iso, isotropic; lam, lamellar; serp, serpentine; trem, tremolite; chl, chlorite; cpx, clinopyroxene; mf, microfracture. or their ghosts. We selected a subset of 11 characteristic samples (Table 1 ) from the whole sample set to further characterize the sequences of serpentinization textures, the mineralogical assemblages, and the in situ chemistry of the serpentine minerals. These samples are represented in black in Fig. 2 . For purposes of clarity, they have been given short sample numbers (refer to Table 1 for correspondence to the full IODP sample number).
ANALYTICAL METHODS
Thirty-mm-thick thin sections were used for Raman spectroscopy and electron microprobe analyses, and 80-mm-thick thin sections, produced on the same pieces of rock, were used for laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) analyses. This allowed us to acquire a complete dataset on each texture or mineral targeted. Each of them was generally analyzed several times to ensure reliable and representative results. Only sample 69A-4 could not be analyzed with the LA-ICP-MS. All analyses were performed with facilities at the Department of Earth Sciences, ETH Zü rich.
Micro-Raman spectroscopy
Micro-Raman spectroscopy allowed a quick identification of the minerals present. The system consisted of an Olympus BX40 microscope coupled with a Horiba LabRam spectrometer. We used a 532Á1 nm solid-state laser with an emitting power of 500 mW. Using 10-20% of the power, a hole of 1200 mm, a slit of 200 mm, and a 100Â objective led to an incident power of 5-12 mW and a spot size of <1 mm We generally ran three acquisitions of at least 5 s, with adjustments in case of insufficient quality of the spectra. We focused on the 100-1200 cm -1 and the 3650-3750 cm -1 ranges, with which all the phases present could be identified. In addition to the RRUFF database (http://rruff.info), we used previously published spectra (Roumé jon et al., 2015, and references therein) to identify the dominant serpentine types. In this study, we interpreted serpentine spectra only as lizardite, chrysotile, antigorite, or possible mixtures between them. Polygonal serpentine could be present in some textures but does not yield a spectrum that is sufficiently different from those of chrysotile and chrysotile-lizardite mixtures to allow direct identification with micro-Raman (the same is true for polyhedral serpentine and lizardite). Examples of acquired spectra are presented in Supplementary Data Fig. S1 .
Scanning electron microscopy and mineral chemistry
In addition to optical microscopy, we imaged details of thin sections using a JEOL JSM-6390 scanning electron microscope (SEM) operating at a voltage of 15 kV.
Major elements were acquired on a JEOL JXA-8200 electron microprobe, with a 15 kV acceleration voltage, a 10 nA beam current, and a 5 mm spot size. Each element was measured for 30 s (10 s for the background, 20 s for the peak) and standardization was made using natural and synthetic mineral standards. The targets were generally analyzed twice and the data averaged. Typical compositions are given in Table 2 . The full dataset is available as Supplementary Data Table S2 .
Thirty-five trace elements were measured using a Thermo Element XR ICP-MS system coupled with a Resonetics Resolution 155 LA system. The laser was fired with an energy density of 3Á5 J cm -2 , a 193 nm wavelength, and a frequency of 5 Hz. Four pulses were shot during a few seconds with a spot size of 51 mm to clean the thin-section surface. After a 47 s blank, the target was ablated for 40 s with a 43 mm spot size. The time spent per element was 60 ms for rare earth elements (REE) and 20 ms for the rest. After every 25th analysis, the primary standard NIST612 was analyzed twice, and the two secondary standards GOR128-G (komatiite) and GSD-1G (synthetic glass with a basaltic composition in major elements) were analyzed once. This allowed us to estimate the precision on the data to be between 1 and 10% and the accuracy mostly between 5 and 30%. The data were then processed using the Matlab-based SILLS program (Guillong et al., 2008) with silica and magnesium as internal standards. We finally discarded data too close to the detection limit [(value -1r error) < detection limit] and values with errors higher than 75%. The targets were generally analyzed twice and the data were averaged. Typical compositions are given in Table 3 . The full dataset is available as Supplementary Data Table S3 .
RESULTS

Lithological variations
During IODP Expedition 357, seven holes at the five selected sites recovered serpentinized harzburgite with variable amounts of dunite. The lithologies and alteration in the three western holes (Holes M0071A, B, and C) and in the central Hole M0069A are relatively homogeneous and are dominated by serpentinized peridotites (Figs 2 and 3) . At the western Site M0071, the serpentinized peridotites are crosscut by only minor intervals of gabbro altered to chlorite and amphibole. Hole M0071C contains additional thin and rubbly intervals of talc-amphibole-chlorite schists and Ca-rich metagabbros between 7 and 8 mbsf, and rubbly intervals of dolerites at the bottom of the hole. At Hole M0069A, in the central region, 7 m of sediments cover dolerites overlying serpentinized harzburgites and dunites. The contact between the serpentinized peridotites and the metadolerites is made up of an $15 cm thick interval of chlorite-dominated schist. At the bottom of the hole, the serpentinized peridotites host carbonate veins. Heterogeneity of lithology and alteration is greater in the central Holes M0072B and M0076B, and eastern Hole M0068B. These holes contain serpentinized peridotites alternating with higher amounts of gabbro that are locally altered to Ca-rich intervals or talc-amphibole-chlorite schists. In Hole M0072B, mafic intrusions (gabbros and dolerites) are surrounded by white zones of an amphibole-chlorite assemblage coated by talc that overprints the serpentinized peridotites. Locally, this hole also contains light brown intervals of metagabbro associated with chlorite-rich intervals that are commonly described as blackwalls. In Hole M0076B, gabbroic intervals are altered and lead to 10-20 cm thick layers of chlorite blackwall and amphibole-chlorite assemblages. The serpentinized peridotites are affected by a localized talc metasomatism above 12 mbsf with talc-rich zones surrounding decimeter-sized serpentinized intervals of core. In core M0076B-7R1, talc develops within zones of rusty brown serpentine rims and veins that make up individual, oriented, 20-30 cm long lenses. Below 12 mbsf, mafic intervals are absent and late carbonate veins crosscut the serpentinized peridotites. In Hole M0068B, talc metasomatism progresses pervasively from the altered gabbros into the serpentinized peridotites.
Sequence of alteration textures and mineralogical assemblages
In the peridotites drilled at the Atlantis Massif during IODP Expedition 357, the sequence of alteration textures and the associated mineral assemblages vary between sites and sometimes downhole (Fig. 2) . The sequences comprise successive serpentinization textures with local occurrences of amphibole-chlorite and/ or talc-bearing textures.
Harzburgites and dunites from Sites M0069 and M0071 underwent pervasive and complete replacement of primary olivine and pyroxene by serpentine and magnetite. Gabbroic intrusions are scarce and are highly altered to chlorite and amphibole, but do not affect the mineral assemblage of the surrounding serpentinization textures ( Fig. 4a and b) . Olivine alteration has led to a typical serpentine mesh texture (Fig. 4c) . Mesh cells are tens to hundreds of microns in size and are delimited by the microfractures that initially crosscut the olivine. Lizardite mesh rims form the outer part of a cell, whereas the mesh core, made up of poorly crystallized lizardite and/or chrysotile, constitutes its center. Magnetite crystallizes in the mesh rims and concentrates along microfractures ( Fig. 5a and b) . These magnetite concentrations are heterogeneous and are largest along microfractures associated with the largest mesh rims. Such texture is ubiquitous at the five sites. In parallel, orthopyroxenes are pseudomorphed by bastites ( Fig. 4b and c) composed of lizardite and/or chrysotile, and occasionally antigorite. In addition, tremolite after orthopyroxene was found at Site M0069A. At Site M0071, antigorite overprints the mesh texture as bands of interpenetrating to interlocking textures that crosscut the whole thin section (Fig. 4b and d) . Antigorite , an initially pervasively serpentinized harzburgite in which mesh-textured domains are surrounded by rims of later serpentine textures and talc. (b) Sample 76B-8: the lizardite mesh texture is recrystallized into the chrysotile serpentine 2 (left photomicrograph). These recrystallized domains contain a central zone with antigorite and chrysotile 6 polygonal serpentine banded veins, surrounded by magnetite concentrations (right photomicrograph). Pyroxenes are variably altered to talc, tremolite, chlorite and serpentine. Late, lens-shaped veins are filled with serpentine 6 carbonate. (c) Sample 76B-7: in places, the serpentine 2 texture (background of the thin section) laterally shows a transition to talc via antigorite. Talc surrounds lens of mixed serpentine and talc (according to Raman spectroscopy) referred to as transition domains. In this talc-rich interval, late lens-shaped veins are filled by talc, locally rimmed by antigorite along the vein walls. The thin-section scans and photomicrographs were taken under cross-polarized light. develops along continuous microfractures in the mesh texture ( Fig. 6a ) and progresses inside the mesh rims, suggesting its growth after lizardite. Although it represents only a few per cent of the rock, antigorite crystallization is significant at Site M0071 and is observed in 14 out of 17 harzburgite samples selected from these holes. In contrast, it remains absent in the five dunite samples and in the Site M0069 cores. The last systematic stage of serpentinization at Sites M0069 and M0071 is the formation of extensive lens-shaped chrysotile veins, with chrysotile fibers parallel to the opening direction and joining the two walls of the vein (Figs 4d and 6a). They most often show one or two preferential orientations, parallel to the mesh texture microfractures and crosscuting the antigorite if present. Later serpentine veins (e.g. Fig. 4a , left side of the core) occasionally develop without preferential orientation and show variable texture or serpentine mineralogy.
Hole M0076B is the only example where the pervasive magnetite-bearing mesh texture is significantly overprinted by further localized serpentinization. Around 9-11 mbsf, 10 cm sized mesh-textured domains are surrounded by centimeter-wide, rusty brown serpentine rims containing yellow continuous serpentine veins in the center and haloes of light grey talc (Figs 3 and 7a) . At the microscopic scale, the mesh texture progressively vanishes in favor of the brown rims, which show a homogeneous and isotropic texture under cross-polarized light (Figs 6a and 7b, c; see also Fig. 5c ). This recrystallization texture is referred to here as serpentine 2 and is primarily chrysotile (6 lizardite) according to micro-Raman spectroscopy. This therefore marks the transition from a lizardite-dominated mesh texture to a chrysotile-dominated serpentine 2. Magnetite is absent in the serpentine 2 except at the contact with the central vein zone where it forms broad concentrations (Figs 5d and 7b). This zone contains elongated antigorite domains and millimeter-wide banded veins. Crosscutting relationships indicate that antigorite develops similarly to what is observed at Site M0071 and predates banded vein emplacement. The banded veins are made up of multiple $1-mm-thick bands of serpentine (chrysotile 6 lizardite) oriented parallel to the vein wall. These veins develop as en echelon lens-shaped veins that ultimately join and produce the continuity observed in the cores. In Hole M0076B, orthopyroxenes are variably altered to serpentine, talc, tremolite or chlorite, whereas clinopyroxenes can be replaced by tremolite.
In most cases, two or three of these phases coexist in the pyroxene pseudomorphs.
Subsequent talc metasomatism localizes in the serpentine 2 rims at Hole M0076B, away from the contact with the central vein zone (Fig. 7a and c) . At the microscopic scale, talc is separated from the serpentine 2 by antigorite, and also surrounds lenses, visible on the core scan, that display an amber mesh-like texture under cross-polarized light. Such texture is unique to Hole M0076B and is a mixture of talc and mostly chrysotile, according to micro-Raman spectroscopy. The banded veins and talc are commonly crosscut by late orthogonal, extensive lens-shaped veins. They are filled with talc that is locally rimmed by antigorite along the vein walls in talc-rich intervals (e.g. sample 76B-7, Fig. 7c ). In contrast, they are filled with serpentine (mainly chrysotile) with frequent carbonates in the center in talc-poor intervals (e.g. sample 76B-8, Fig. 7b ).
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occasionally fresh in the 4-4Á5 mbsf interval. The mesh texture and altered pyroxenes are crosscut by lensshaped serpentine veins that are variably fibrous, granular, isotropic or sometimes composite. Although the material from this hole is not in situ, the largest coherent intervals show a preferential orientation of these veins (Fig. 8a ). Talc metasomatism is widespread and pervasively affects the cores. It replaces the mesh texture (Figs 6b and 8a, b) but preserves, at least partially, the magnetite concentrations. Talc replacement is total at the contact with metagabbros (grey-green zone at the top of Core M0068B-2R1 in Fig. 3 ) and progressively decreases away from them, showing a transition to mesh-textured domains (bottom of Core M0068B-2R1). Hole M0072B is somewhat unique in having the harzburgite crosscut by mafic intrusions; these are surrounded by white domains with light grey haloes propagating into the serpentinized harzburgite (Figs 3 and 7c) . At the microscopic scale, pervasive serpentinization has resulted in magnetite-bearing mesh texture with millimeter-sized zones containing olivine relicts that are randomly dispersed in the rock (Figs 5e, 6c and 8d). Local serpentinization degrees are visually estimated to be more than 70%, so that fresh olivine corresponds to only a few per cent of the rock. Magnetite crystallizes in the mesh rims but is poorly concentrated along microfractures (Fig. 5f ). The mesh texture is overprinted by a subsequent network of interconnected microfractures (light domains in the thin section in Fig. 8d ). The domains that opened along these new microfractures (referred to as microfracture-related domains subsequently) crosscut the pre-existing mesh cells and magnetite concentrations. These domains show sharp edges with no displacement on either side, suggesting that they form as dominantly extensional domains during a brittle event that postdates the onset of serpentinization. They isolate mesh-textured domains that have an average size of 400 mm. The microfracture-related domains are filled by tremolite 6 chlorite in the white zones, talc in the light grey haloes, and talc-serpentine mixture to pure serpentine (lizardite and/or chrysotile) a few centimeters away from the white zones. These microfracture-related domains are in contact with dolerite intrusions at the bottom of the hole (Cores M0072B-8R1 and 8R2). They are then crosscut orthogonally by extensive lens-shaped serpentine veins, without preferential orientation at the sample scale. The orthopyroxenes are all altered to serpentine, talc, tremolite and/or chlorite, whereas tremolite forms from clinopyroxenes locally, and some are also moderately deformed. It should be noted that sample 76B-1 43Á12  43Á98  42Á07  43Á21  43Á79  42Á53 43Á63 43Á95  43Á23  39Á97 43Á82 42Á70 44Á13  Na 2 O  0 Á03  0Á01  0Á03  0Á02  0Á00  0Á06  0Á00  0Á01  0Á03  0Á02  0Á02  0Á02  0Á03  CaO  0Á03  0Á04  0Á07  0Á03  0Á02  0Á12  0Á00  0Á04  0Á12  0Á05  0Á04  0Á08  0Á03  Cl  0Á01  0Á02  0Á02  0Á02  0Á01  0Á17  0Á05  0Á01  0Á03  0Á05  0Á03  0Á03  0Á01  FeO  3Á81  3Á72  5Á93  2Á29  5Á33  3Á17  1Á86  4Á29  6Á28  7Á41  4Á26  7Á28  4Á79  MgO  38Á56  37Á17  34Á76  39Á80  36Á43  38Á48 39Á44 37Á92  31Á83  34Á99 37Á02 34Á92 36Á92  Cr 2 O 3  0Á00  0Á02  0Á03  0Á01  0Á00  0Á01  0Á00  0Á02  0Á00  0Á02  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  K 2 O  0 Á02  0Á02  0Á02  0Á01  0Á01  0Á08  0Á01  0Á03  0Á03  0Á00  0Á00  0Á02  0Á00  MnO  0Á02  0Á02  0Á10  0Á08  0Á07  0Á09  0Á08  0Á09  0Á25  0Á14  0Á05  0Á09 
2Á09 Na 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á01 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 Ca 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á01 0Á00 0Á00 0Á01 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 Cl 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á01 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 Fe  0Á15  0Á15  0Á24  0Á09  0Á21  0Á13  0Á07  0Á17  0Á26  0Á31  0Á17  0Á29  0Á19  Mg  2Á73  2Á64  2Á53  2Á79  2Á59  2Á74  2Á77  2Á66  2Á37  2Á62  2Á62  2Á52 2Á61 Cr 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 K 0 Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 Mn 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 0Á01 0Á01 0Á00 0Á00 0Á00 Al  0Á01  0Á01  0Á06  0Á03  0Á00  0Á02  0Á03  0Á01  0Á00  0Á02  0Á02  0Á02  0Á00  Ti  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  Ni  0Á01  0Á01  0Á01  0Á01  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á00  0Á01  0Á01  0Á01  0Á01  0Á01  OH  4Á00  4Á00  4Á00  4Á00  4Á00  3Á99  4Á00  4Á00  4Á00  4Á00  4Á00  4Á00  4Á00  Total  8Á95  8Á90  8Á91  8Á95  8Á91  8Á94  8Á93  8Á92  8Á83  8Á97  8Á91  8Á92  8Á91  Total  cations   4Á95  4Á90  4Á91  4Á95  4Á91  4Á95  4Á93  4Á92  4Á84  4Á98  4Á91  4Á92  4Á91 Additional data are given in Supplementary Data Table S2 .
(Core M0076B-2R1) also contains olivine relicts locally and a mesh texture crosscut by local microfracturerelated domains predominantly filled by talc. This suggests that the top of Hole M0076B shows similarities to Hole M0072B.
MINERAL CHEMISTRY Major elements
Primary mineral chemistry (Tables 2 and Supplementary Data S2) is in agreement with compositions previously measured in peridotite samples at the Atlantis Massif (Boschi, 2006) . Olivine relicts could be analyzed in four samples (68B-1, 72B-1, 76B-1, 76B-6), their Mg# ranging between 0Á87 and 0Á91. The rare fresh pyroxenes (three occurrences in sample 68B-1) correspond to orthopyroxene (Mg# 0Á91-0Á92). They have lower FeO and NiO contents than olivine ( Fig. 9; and 2 wt % in 71A-1).
As shown for Hole M0076B, most of the serpentine minerals from the mesh texture are close to the composition of stoichiometric serpentine, whereas antigorite has a slightly higher Si/Mg ratio ( Fig. 10 ; see details in caption). The composition of the transition domains is intermediate between serpentine and talc, suggesting intergrowth of these phases in this texture, Sc  4Á07  1Á66  34Á79  32Á54  20Á10  5Á92  20Á70  4Á36  3Á89  1Á57  5Á47  4Á61  1Á63  Ti  19Á45  19Á95 194Á88 146Á19  72Á95  22Á55 139Á50  25Á30  18Á42  11Á68  27Á67  22Á29  24Á44  V  1 Á60  0Á52 158Á13 144Á18  99Á70  16Á55  87Á00  11Á97  1Á84  1Á32  13Á59  2Á23  2Á78  Cr  51  6  9230  6115  5100  162  7070  117  61  4  160  93  4  Ni  2925  2780  987  797  1145  1545  1330  1828  2793  2517  2098  2338 Dy  0Á026  0Á010  2Á638  0Á043  0Á597  0Á037  0Á010  0Á017  0Á033  0Á063  0Á015  0Á025  0Á091  Ho  0Á007  0Á002  0Á556  0Á015  0Á129  0Á009  0Á002  0Á005  0Á007  0Á011  0Á004  0Á007  0Á020  Er  0Á032  0Á012  1Á619  0Á075  0Á415  0Á042  0Á010  0Á013  0Á040  0Á024  0Á016  0Á044  0Á057  Tm  0Á008  0Á002  0Á207  0Á021  0Á065  0Á007  0Á003  0Á005  0Á009  0Á002  0Á008  0Á013  0Á006  Yb  0Á104  0Á019  1Á330  0Á144  0Á460  0Á058  0Á008  0Á045  0Á082  0Á016  0Á038  0Á126  0Á052  Lu  0Á026  0Á003  0Á185  0Á030  0Á085  0Á013  0Á003  0Á010  0Á023  0Á004  0Á011  0Á031 
as suspected after micro-Raman spectroscopy. Departure of the serpentine minerals from stoichiometric serpentine remains too small to indicate brucite intergrowths.
Trace elements
The serpentine minerals retain relatively homogeneous trace element concentrations between the successive textures at the sample scale (Table 3 ). In contrast, rare earth elements (REE) and other elements, including some large ion lithophile elements (LILE), high field strength elements (HFSE) or fluid-mobile elements (FME) clearly exhibit differential enrichments between samples from one site to the other, and even downhole in Hole M0076B. Cl chondrite-normalized REE concentrations of the primary and serpentine minerals are presented in Fig. 11 . Most of the REE patterns of serpentine minerals lie between those of olivine and pyroxenes (see details in caption). With some exceptions, serpentine minerals display homogeneous REE patterns in a given sample, which allows classification of the holes into three groups: (1) light REE (LREE)-depleted patterns (Fig. 11a-c) in samples from Site M0071 and probably Site M0069, although the patterns are too incomplete to be presented; (2) U-shaped patterns ( Fig. 11g and h ) owing to middle REE (MREE) apparent depletion compared with LREE and heavy REE (HREE) in samples from Holes M0068B and M0072B; (3) intermediate, almost flat, patterns (Fig. 11d-f) . Three of the four analyzed samples from Hole M0076B exhibit type (3) patterns, with small variations marking the transition between the two previous groups from the bottom (slightly LREE-depleted) to the top (slightly U-shaped). In the fourth sample (Fig. 11i) , the REE patterns mimic those of clinopyroxenes that are present in a centimeter-wide vein in the sample (e.g. Tamura et al., 2008; Seyler et al., 2011) . Positive Eu anomalies are visible in seven samples and affect most of the textures studied. Only a 15Á90  9Á63  12Á50  7Á89  10Á35  1Á79 116Á72  62Á27  Sc  5Á29  4Á04  1Á76  8Á31  1Á15  5Á26  1Á52  0Á82  0Á80  5Á66  1Á14  5Á48  6Á57  Ti  17Á45  4Á69  14Á15  22Á40  13Á70  25Á35  89Á05  7Á03  3Á17  17Á75  81Á35  14Á55  12Á61  V  8 Á71  2Á92  5Á95  22Á20  3Á91  12Á43  11Á65  4Á05  1Á76  17Á75  2Á06  2Á28 19Á00  23Á60  28Á85  32Á65  18Á75  29Á10  24Á35  35Á40 12Á85  35Á15  8Á62  40Á32  30Á82  As  2Á34  0Á96  1Á22  0Á75  1Á57  2Á71  1Á52  1Á25  0Á76  3Á01  0Á65  1Á62  9Á17  Rb  0Á22  0Á64  0Á99  0Á10  0Á30  0Á31  0Á15 
b.d.l., below detection limit. Additional data are given in Supplementary Data Table S3 .
few recrystallized serpentines, antigorites and veins have flat to negative Eu anomalies in samples 68B-1, 72B-1 and 76B-6 (Fig. 11g-i) . Negative Ce anomalies are developed in samples 71A-1 and 71B-3 ( Fig. 11a and b) , although this does not appear to be systematic and is hard to characterize because of the incomplete patterns. LREE (e.g. La in Fig. 12 ) are the least enriched at Sites M0069 and M0071 ($10 -2 ppm), intermediate in Hole M0076B (10 -2 to 10 -1 ppm), and the most enriched in Holes M0068B and M0072B (10 -1 to 1 ppm). La is plotted versus Nb, Y, Cu, and Sr in Fig. 12 , and versus Ta, Th, As, Sb, U, and B in Supplementary Data Fig. S2 . Nb, as well as Ta and Th (although Sites M0069 and M0071 are below detection limits for Th), positively correlates with La. Samples from Sites M0069 and M0071 have the lowest Nb values (around 10 -2 ppm), those from Holes M0068B and M0072B the highest (10 -1 to 1 ppm), and those from Hole M0076B are intermediate (10 -2 to 10 -1 ppm, Fig. 12a ). Y displays a comparable trend (Fig. 12b ) with values between 10 -2 and 10 ppm, with the exception of samples from Site M0071 and Hole M0076B, which show local enrichments and depart from the trend. Cu, as well as As and Sb, behaves differently. The highest concentrations are found in serpentine minerals from Holes M0068B, M0069A, and M0071AB (mostly around 10 ppm for Cu), whereas the lowest are in Holes M0071C, M0072B and M0076B (1-2 ppm, Fig. 12c ). In the case of Sr (Fig. 12d) and U, Holes M0068B, M0071AB, and M0076B are the most enriched (2-10 ppm for Sr), whereas Holes M0069A, M0072B, and M0071C are less enriched (<1 ppm). Primary mineral relicts were analyzed in samples from Holes M0068B, M0072B, and M0076B. Serpentine minerals have Nb, Ta, and Th concentrations intermediate between the olivine and the pyroxenes in Holes M0072B and M0076B, but are higher in Hole M0068B. The other elements (Y, Cu, As, Sb, U, Sr) are generally enriched in serpentine minerals compared with primary minerals. Fig. 9 . NiO vs FeO contents acquired with the electron microprobe in primary and serpentine minerals. The colored fields indicate data acquired on samples (symbols) from the same hole, and the black rectangles are the compositional ranges of olivine and pyroxenes. Olivine is richer in both FeO (8Á8-13Á0 wt %) and NiO (0Á3-0Á4 wt %) compared with orthopyroxenes (5Á73-5Á82 wt % and $0Á1 wt %). The NiO contents of the serpentine minerals are the same as or below the concentrations in olivine with a few local exceptions (up to 0Á8 wt %). NiO concentrations are higher in the mesh texture than in bastite and decrease in subsequent serpentine textures (serpentine 2, antigorite, and serpentine veins). In all samples, the serpentine minerals have FeO concentrations that are lower than those in olivine, which is consistent with magnetite crystallization during serpentinization. The serpentine iron content ranges between 1 and 12 wt % in Holes M0072B and M0076B and between 1 and 7 wt % in the other holes. Fig. 10 . Number of octahedral (primarily Mg, Fe) vs tetrahedral (Si) cations in serpentine minerals from the mesh rims (lizardite) and mesh cores (lizardite 6 chrysotile), and in antigorite, transition domains, and talc in Hole M0076B. The structural formulae are calculated on the basis of seven oxygen atoms. The overall data lie along a trend line joining the stoichiometric Mg-Fe end-member talc (Si
Most of the serpentine minerals from the mesh rims and cores plot around the stoichiometric composition of serpentine; a few show deviations of 60Á2 in Si and 60Á5 in Mg þ Fe. In comparison, antigorite data are grouped to slightly enriched Si ($2Á1) and depleted Mg þ Fe values ($2Á8), which is also the case for antigorite from the other holes. The analyzed talc is systematically depleted in Si and enriched in Mg þ Fe compared with stoichiometric talc, suggesting possible intergrowths with relict serpentine. Depletion in Mg þ Fe compared with the trend line is explained by replacement of Mg and Fe by Al in the octahedral sites, these talc zones containing up to 3Á84 wt % Al 2 O 3 , which may also reflect fine-grained chlorite intergrowths. The transition domain minerals follow the trend, despite local depletions in Mg þ Fe, with compositions lying between serpentine and talc, suggesting intergrowth of these minerals in this texture as indicated by micro-Raman spectroscopy. It should be noted that the departure of the serpentine minerals from stoichiometric serpentine remains too small to indicate brucite intergrowths. This is also verified in the other analyzed samples.
DISCUSSION
Altered peridotites were recovered in seven holes drilled across the Atlantis Massif southern wall during IODP Expedition 357. Although the holes are shallow (maximum 16Á5 mbsf), the exceptional core recovery preserved the contacts between lithologies and the textural relationships, allowing characterization of variable alteration histories. Lithologies as well as detailed textural, mineralogical, and geochemical observations point to three types of alteration, as follows.
(1) Cores from Sites M0069 and M0071 are dominated by pervasively serpentinized peridotites that bear magnetite-rich mesh texture, with limited antigorite, and bastite after pyroxenes. At Site M0071, the rare gabbroic intervals are altered to chlorite and tremolite, but these do not affect the mineral assemblages in the serpentinized peridotites. The serpentine minerals are characterized by LREE-depleted REE patterns, no enrichments in Nb, Ta, Th, and Y, but enrichments in Cu, As, and Sb. The main difference is the enrichment in U and Sr at Site M0071 and not at Site M0069. Fig. 11 . Chondrite-normalized REE patterns of primary and serpentine minerals in nine of the selected samples. Concentrations below detection limits result in incomplete REE patterns in some cases. Olivine relicts display apparent depletions in MREE compared with LREE and MREE. Whereas the olivine pattern is likely to have a U shape in sample 72B-1, the one in sample 76B-6 appears flatter with a sharp step between Tb and Eu. Olivine patterns in sample 68B-1 are too incomplete to be interpreted, but two pyroxene relicts were found in this sample. An orthopyroxene pattern also displays a U-shaped pattern with a sharp step between Gd and Eu that marks either a positive Eu anomaly or an enrichment similar to the olivine pattern in sample 76B-6. The second pattern corresponds to a clinopyroxene, with a slight linear enrichment from HREE to lighter REE and a depletion in Ce and La, and a negative Eu anomaly. Serpentine mineral patterns mostly lie between those of olivine and pyroxene. They are homogeneous at the sample scale and display three main behaviors. (a-c) LREE-depleted patterns in which concentrations linearly decrease from HREE to LREE. (d-f) Nearly flat patterns in Hole M0076B with a gradient in LREE concentrations from bottom to top: mostly <10 -1 in sample 76B-8, around (2-3) Â 10 -1 in sample 76B-7, and above 2 Â 10 -1 in sample 76B-1. (g, h) U-shaped patterns in which MREE are depleted compared with LREE and HREE. (i) Sample 76B-6 displays unique patterns that are flat in the HREE-MREE range and LREE-depleted. They mimic the typical patterns of clinopyroxene (e.g. Tamura et al., 2008; Seyler et al., 2011) that are present as a centimeter-wide vein in the sample.
(2) In Holes M0068B and M0072B, the pervasively serpentinized peridotites still contain rare relicts of olivine in samples that are also overprinted by talc-, tremolite-and/or chlorite-dominated intervals associated with mafic intrusions. The serpentine minerals at these two sites have U-shaped REE patterns, with enrichments in Nb, Ta, Th and Y. Hole M0068B is enriched in Cu, As, Sb, U and Sr whereas Hole M0072B is not enriched in these elements.
(3) Hole M0076B shows downhole variations. In the upper half (e.g. samples 76B-1 and 76B-6), pervasively serpentinized peridotites are crosscut by mafic intervals and talc. In the middle part (above 12 mbsf; e.g. samples 76B-7 and 76B-8), they are overprinted by subsequent localized serpentinization leading to serpentine recrystallization and veins, and later talc metasomatism. Serpentine minerals in Hole M0076B show intermediate, flat REE patterns and moderate enrichments in Nb, Ta, Th, and Y. They are enriched in U and Sr, but not in Cu, As, and Sb.
The following discussion investigates what the textures and mineral assemblages reveal about the conditions of serpentinization, and how the geochemical enrichments relate to melt intrusion and fluid-rock interaction. Combining these conclusions, we provide a conceptual model for alteration heterogeneities in the detachment footwall at the Atlantis Massif.
Textural and mineralogical constraints on the heterogeneities of alteration Background pervasive serpentinization
All the recovered harzburgites and dunites are affected by extensive to full, pervasive serpentinization. This leads to serpentine mesh texture development after olivine, as commonly reported in diverse geodynamic contexts (spreading ridges, ophiolites, subduction zones, ocean-continent transitions; e.g. Francis, 1956; Wicks & Whittaker, 1977; Prichard, 1979; Viti & Mellini, 1998; Roumé jon & Cannat, 2014) . The water is supplied via a network of closely spaced (tens to hundreds of microns) microfractures crosscutting the olivine and delimiting mesh cells. Incipient serpentinization along all the microfracture planes results in pseudo-columnar lizardite growing along these planes and forming the mesh rims (e.g. Viti & Mellini, 1998; Boudier et al., 2010) . The pseudo-columns generally do not reach the cell center so that mesh cores are composed of either relict olivine or isotropic serpentine (fine-grained lizardite and/or chrysotile) when serpentinization reaches completion. As suggested by Viti & Mellini (1998) , the mesh texture probably results from two successive stages of hydration, reflecting the transition from a closed towards a more open system. The first stage occurs under low water/rock ratios in which all the fluid is consumed by the reaction with olivine; the second occurs under higher water/rock ratios, where the fluid is in excess, favoring the nucleation and growth of many disoriented crystals that lead to isotropic texture in the cores.
In all samples, the mesh rims contain significant amounts of magnetite. Magnetite consumes the iron initially contained in primary minerals that has not been incorporated in serpentine (e.g. Andreani et al., 2013) . Its ubiquitous presence underlines the reducing character of serpentinization reactions and suggests significant production of H 2 that ultimately is enriched in the hydrothermal fluids (e.g. Charlou et al., 2002; Proskurowski et al., 2006; Marcaillou et al., 2011) . Experiments as well as thermodynamic models have shown that magnetite formation is favored above 200 C and remains limited below (Seyfried et al., 2007; Klein et al., 2009 Klein et al., , 2013 Lafay et al., 2012; Malvoisin et al., 2012) . Investigations on natural samples confirm that iron is incorporated in magnetite rather than in Fe-rich serpentine and brucite at temperatures higher than 200 C (Klein et al., 2014) . We therefore suggest that the onset of the pervasive serpentinization event occurred at temperatures above 200 C at all sites. In addition, temperatures were probably below 350 C, which is the experimentally determined maximum temperature for efficient olivine serpentinization (Martin & Fyfe, 1970; Allen & Seyfried, 2003; Malvoisin et al., 2012) . This estimate can further be constrained by re-evaluating oxygen isotope data for magnetite-bearing serpentinites recovered during dives on the southern wall of the Atlantis Massif (Boschi et al., 2008) . The above-cited researchers reported temperatures between $130 and 230 C using the oxygen isotope geothermometer proposed by Frü h- Green et al. (1996) . Applying the most recent calibration for serpentine (Saccocia et al., 2009) , we can refine these values to 190-280 C, assuming an isotopic composition of 0& for the fluids (Frü h-Green et al., 2003) and fluid/rock ratios large enough so that the geothermometer can be applied (Saccocia et al., 2009) . Alternatively, more evolved fluids resulting from interaction with both mafic and ultramafic lithologies could have participated in serpentinization. Such fluids could reach an oxygen isotopic composition of 2Á4& (Campbell et al., 1988) , which would imply temperatures between 220 and 350 C. These two extreme cases both agree with a minimum serpentinization temperature around 200 C and a maximum temperature within the efficient serpentinization range.
In general, the pyroxenes in the Atlantis Massif drill cores are equally or more altered compared with olivine. Bastite occurrences are found in almost every harzburgite sample and orthopyroxene replacement by talc, tremolite and/or chlorite also occurs in the central and western sites at Holes M0068B, M0072B, and M0076B. Previous studies have shown that orthopyroxene dissolution is faster than that of olivine at temperatures above 350-400 C (Janecky & Seyfried, 1986; Allen & Seyfried, 2003) favoring talc and tremolite (e.g. Bach et al., 2004) . The presence of talc and tremolite after pyroxenes in Holes M0068B, M0072B, and M0076B may therefore indicate that hydration started at temperatures above 350-400 C and that pyroxene alteration predates the onset of serpentinization. These minerals are characteristic of greenschist-facies conditions, indicating temperatures below 500 C. In contrast, only bastite pseudomorphs were found at Site M0071, suggesting that hydration started within the temperature range of serpentinization, of the order of 200-350 C as previously discussed.
Brucite-serpentine intergrowths were observed in mesh textures in serpentinites recovered during ODP Leg 209, mainly in dunites (Bach et al., 2004; 2006) , and in olivine-rich troctolites drilled during IODP Legs 304/ 305 (Beard et al., 2009) . In both cases, the composition of these assemblages is intermediate between the serpentine and brucite end-members in octahedral versus tetrahedral cation diagrams (e.g. Beard et al., 2009 ). In our study, brucite could not be detected visually or by X-ray diffraction on bulk-rock samples (Frü h-Green et al., 2017) . Additionally, a brucite signature was absent in the micro-Raman spectra, which together with the nearly stoichiometric serpentine compositions of the mesh texture serpentine minerals (e.g. Fig. 10 ) strongly suggest that brucite is absent in the serpentinized peridotites that make up the southern wall of the Atlantis Massif. This absence can be explained by the presence of moderately to highly Si-enriched hydrothermal fluids (see below) that destabilize brucite into serpentine or prevent its growth, or by significant fluidrock interaction leading to the dissolution of early formed brucite and its replacement by serpentine and magnetite Frost & Beard, 2007) .
Continuing and localized serpentinization
The mesh texture is locally overprinted by one or several serpentine recrystallization textures or veins. In particular, cores recovered in Hole M0076B host complex crystallization sequences: centimeter-wide bands of recrystallized serpentine 2, replacing the mesh texture, are crosscut in their center by antigorite planes and banded veins (Fig. 6a) . A similar sequence has been described in serpentinized peridotites dredged along the easternmost Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR, 62-65 E; Roumé jon et al., 2015) and has been interpreted as the result of localized, continuing serpentinization driven by intense focused fluid flow through the mesh texture.
Recrystallization of the mesh texture into serpentine 2 corresponds to the transition between lizardite and chrysotile via dissolution-recrystallization processes. Such a transition has been recognized in serpentinized peridotites for decades (Boudier, 1971; O'Hanley, 1991; Katayama et al., 2010; Andreani et al., 2013) . According to Normand et al. (2002) , the degree of supersaturation of the fluids relative to serpentine exerts a major control on the prevalence of chrysotile versus lizardite. Lizardite is favored by a low degree of supersaturation, such as at the onset of serpentinization when the dissolved serpentine content in the fluids remains limited and forms the mesh rims. When water supply increases and fluid-rock interaction becomes more extensive, lizardite dissolution can lead to higher degrees of supersaturation, provided crystallization processes are slower. These conditions favor chrysotile and the development of the serpentine 2 texture in domains where fluid-rock interaction is localized. As documented in Roumé jon et al. (2015), polygonal serpentine is likely to form owing to lateral growth of chrysotile (Baronnet & Devouard, 1996) under decreasing degrees of supersaturation. This is eventually marked by a textural transition in the SWIR serpentinized peridotites, but not observed at the Atlantis Massif. As no detailed SEM or TEM observations could be realized and micro-Raman spectra are ambiguous, no conclusion can be made about polygonal serpentine growth after the chrysotiledominated serpentine 2.
Such a recrystallization texture highlights the permeability pathways that preferentially channel hydrothermal fluids in the bulk serpentinizing peridotite. It marks the transition between an early pervasive serpentinization and a further localized serpentinization. Whereas the mesh texture development pervasively affects the bulk peridotite, the late preferential pathways result in circular (Roumé jon et al., 2015; see their fig. 2c ) to lensshaped (Fig. 7) cells surrounding relicts of meshtextured cores. These cells have geometries that resemble those found at the mesh texture scale, with alteration starting from the rims of a cell and progressing inwards. As visible in Core M0076B-7R1 (Fig. 3) , localized serpentinization affects meter-thick intervals through the background mesh-textured serpentinized peridotite. This change in style also corresponds to a jump in permeability pathway spacing: it increases from the sub-millimeter scale in the mesh texture to almost 10-cm scale in the cores. The further development of antigorite and banded veins in the middle of such domains indicates that they maintain a high degree of permeability and keep channeling hydrothermal fluids with exhumation.
Antigorite is present in Hole M0076B as elongated domains between the serpentine 2 and banded veins. It is also observed throughout the mesh texture in the upper part of the hole (e.g. samples 76B-1 and 76B-6) and at Sites M0068 and M0072. At Site M0071, antigorite systematically develops along a few continuous microfractures of the mesh texture after lizardite. Though relatively frequent, it never exceeds a few per cent of the rock. Antigorite in abyssal peridotites has been attributed to serpentinization temperatures higher than those favoring lizardite and chrysotile (Miyashiro et al., 1969; Frü h-Green et al., 1996; Dilek et al., 1997; Beard et al., 2009) or to deformation (Prichard, 1979; Ribeiro da Costa et al., 2008) . However, a systematic temperature increase during exhumation is not supported by mineralogical (e.g. talc or tremolite instead of serpentine after orthopyroxenes; Bach et al., 2004) or textural (only localized and limited amounts of antigorite in the different holes) evidence. Similarly, such samples are not deformed, so that deformation is not necessary for its formation. The alternative explanation, which we favor here, is that antigorite results from moderate Si-metasomatism (e.g. Coleman, 1971; O'Hanley, 1991; Schwartz et al., 2013) . Owing to its wavy crystalline structure, antigorite contains slightly more silica (tetrahedral) atoms compared with magnesium (octahedral) atoms than the other serpentine minerals. Dissolution of the previous lizardite and/or chrysotile associated with a moderate silica input would favor antigorite crystallization along permeability planes. Antigorite development would therefore highlight local Si-enrichment or Mg-depletion in the hydrothermal fluids. This higher Si/Mg ratio in antigorite compared with the other serpentine minerals is confirmed with microprobe analyses of Hole M0076B (Fig. 10) . As suggested by Roumé jon et al. (2015) , pyroxene dissolution releases moderate amounts of silica and could be a source of such enrichments in the fluids. It also explains the absence of antigorite in dunites compared with harzburgites at Site M0071.
Banded veins open in the center of serpentine 2 domains and are filled with chrysotile 6 lizardite. Andreani et al. (2004) proposed that each band corresponds to a cracking event followed by the introduction of a new supersaturated fluid that crystallizes chrysotile and polygonal serpentine in the void. As for serpentine 2, we cannot conclude on the presence or absence of polygonal serpentine using Raman spectroscopy. These veins develop as en echelon, lens-shaped veins that ultimately join and form continuous veins (Fig. 7a) , offering interconnected pathways for hydrothermal fluid circulation. They may result from the stresses generated by serpentinization-induced volume increases in the surrounding peridotite (Andreani et al., 2007) . A similar mechanism is proposed for fibrous veins that open in the mesh texture or across pyroxenes and later textures (e.g. antigorite, banded veins, microfracture-related domains). The banded veins sometimes show a preferential orientation in core intervals, indicating that these veins accommodate the volume increase at various scales at any stage of fluid-rock interaction. Subsequent fracturing produces veins with variable shapes, textures and infills. As no systematic relationships could be found, they probably correspond to local processes and their influence in the permeability network must be limited.
Mafic intrusions
Static replacement of serpentine by talc occurs in Hole M0068B and between 8 and 12 mbsf in Hole M0076B. Talc metasomatism in serpentinized peridotites has been reported in several locations along the MAR, including the Atlantis Massif (Escartín et al., 2003; D'Orazio et al., 2004; Bach et al., 2004; Boschi et al., 2006b) . It has been associated with significant fluidrock interaction and theoretically results from either Si-addition to or Mg-removal from the serpentinized peridotite. In Hole M0068B, talc develops in direct contact with altered gabbros and progresses inside the serpentinized harzburgite (Fig. 3) . Given that alteration of mafic rocks releases significant amounts of silica compared with ultramafic rocks (Wetzel & Shock, 2000) , we interpret this lithological contact as evidence for Siaddition rather than Mg-removal to explain talc development here. This interpretation agrees with the findings of Bach et al. (2004) from cores drilled at ODP Leg 209 Site 1268 and the studies of Boschi et al. (2006a) on samples recovered during dredges and dives at the Atlantis Massif. At the microscopic scale in samples from Hole M0076B, the transition between talc and the mesh texture occurs via a transitional mesh-like texture (shown in Fig. 7c ) with an intermediate composition between serpentine and talc (Fig. 10) . We propose that it results from the metasomatism of the mesh texture and represents a transitory stage before complete transformation to talc, although the reason it is found only in this hole is unclear and may simply be related to the limited sampling within the shallow holes. Alternatively, talc may undergo transition to the chrysotile-dominated serpentine 2 via antigorite (Fig. 7c) , which can be explained in two ways: (1) talc is coeval with antigorite; it could be favored by a chrysotile precursor instead of lizardite, and the talc-antigorite association would represent a local lateral silica gradient; (2) talc grows after pre-existing antigorite as a result of a secondary and more important Si-addition. Unfortunately, our data do not allow us to favor one of the two hypotheses.
In contrast, the microfracture-related domains described in Hole M0072B (Fig. 8d) do not represent replacement of serpentine by talc, but rather direct localized crystallization of talc from a fluid. As visible in the thin section shown in Fig. 8d , the microfracture-related domains are interconnected and incorporate deformed and altered orthopyroxenes and occasional clinopyroxenes of the harzburgite. Their infill shows a mineralogical gradient at the core scale: tremolite 6 chlorite dominate in contact with dolerite intrusions, whereas talc dominates throughout the serpentinized harzburgite (Fig. 3) . Amphibole-chlorite schists at the Atlantis Massif have been interpreted as replacement of altered mafic intrusions (Boschi et al., 2006a) . In our study, we never observed relicts or ghosts of plagioclase or clinopyroxene that could attest to an initial mafic origin of the microfracture-related domains. Core observations indicate that they develop around the dolerites rather than replacing them. Based on their sharp edges and the absence of evidence for shearing, we propose that these domains formed after an episode of extensive fracturing in the peridotite, followed by fluid infiltration, mineral precipitation and mass transfer during alteration of the surrounding dolerites. Mass transfer and Si metasomatism is discussed below. The microfracturerelated domains therefore represent a permeability network (average spacing of 400 mm) able to channel the hydrothermal fluids until total infilling by hydrous minerals. They are ultimately overprinted by later serpentine veins. Orthopyroxene softening owing to hydration and conversion to talc, tremolite and/or chlorite (e.g. Escartín et al., 2008) favored their preferential deformation during fracturing. An event of dolerite dike emplacement could have influenced such brittle behavior.
The top of Hole M0076B shows comparable, though less interconnected, domains filled with talc that could derive from similar processes. This hole, as well as Hole M0072B, contains a few olivine relicts in the mesh texture. Serpentinization interruption can be due to either a temperature change out of the range most favorable to serpentinization (200-350 C; Martin & Fyfe, 1970; Malvoisin et al., 2012) or a high silica activity leading to the sluggish direct reaction from olivine to talc (Bach et al., 2004) . No mineralogical observations support these hypotheses. Alternatively, we propose that serpentinization did not reach completion because the water supply to olivine was reduced. It is likely that the fracturing event leading to the microfracture-related domains created new permeability pathways in the peridotite, hindering continued channeling of fluids through the mesh texture. As a consequence, magnetite grains remained more scattered in the mesh rims compared with samples that underwent more intense fluidperidotite interaction (e.g. at Sites M0069 and M0071) and that show magnetite grains concentrated as a thin line along the microfractures ( Fig. 5f compared with  Fig. 5b) . The presence of fine-grained magnetite could then explain the wide range of FeO concentrations in some serpentine minerals (Fig. 9) , in that dispersed tiny magnetite grains may have been analyzed with the mesh rim serpentines during microprobe measurements. If this fracturing event is linked with dolerite intrusion, these cores are examples of how much the mafic component of the detachment can influence serpentinization of the peridotites during exhumation.
Element mobility and enrichment in serpentine textures
Mineralogical and chemical observations indicate variable enrichments in major and trace elements between holes. They reflect the mobilization of elements during the successive stages of exhumation as a result of early melt emplacement, serpentinization-related fluid-rock interaction, and later fluid-rock interaction.
Consequences of mafic magma intrusion and alteration
The presence of altered gabbros and dolerites correlates with the crystallization of tremolite, chlorite and talc, and enrichments in several trace elements in serpentine minerals. This reflects melt emplacement in the peridotite followed by mass transfer into the surrounding serpentinized peridotites during fluid-rock interaction.
Tremolite 6 chlorite and talc in microfracture-related domains of Hole M0072B and talc after serpentine in Holes M0068B and M0076B require a significant addition of Ca, Al, and Si to the serpentinized peridotites. Such elements are preferentially released during alteration of mafic rocks (Boschi et al., 2006a) , which is supported by the direct association of these minerals with mafic intrusions in the cores (Fig. 3) . The mineralogical gradient in newly opened fractures in Hole M0072B suggests in situ consumption of Ca and Al to precipitate tremolite and chlorite at the contacts with the dolerite intrusions. The remaining excess of Si provokes talc crystallization a few centimeters farther away into the serpentinized peridotite. Alternatively, in Holes M0068B and M0076B, Al may be immobile forming chlorite blackwall after gabbros, whereas Ca is either immobile to produce Ca-rich intervals or released to the fluids. Si propagates from tens of centimeters in Hole M0068B to the meter scale in Hole M0076B (Fig. 3) , away from the altered gabbros, and leads to the pervasive replacement of serpentine by talc. It should be noted that, at Site M0072, tremolite, chlorite and talc develop after the onset of serpentinization and are often crosscut by later serpentine veins. This indicates that the mobility of these elements is transitory and spatially localized in hydrothermal fluids otherwise in equilibrium with serpentine. In Holes M0068B and M0076B talc textures are not postdated by serpentine but sometimes by carbonates, suggesting that the Si activity must remain relatively high until the end of the 'high-temperature' fluidrock interaction phase. It should be noted that at Site M0071, the gabbroic intervals are altered to chlorite and amphibole and only very rare talc could be found in the serpentinized peridotites. This absence could be explained by the limited amount of gabbro at this site and hence the low amount of silica and other elements (see below) that can be mobilized.
REE addition to serpentinized peridotites occurs during both melt-rock and fluid-rock interaction (Niu, 2004; Paulick et al., 2006) . The diversity of REE patterns between samples could therefore be inherited from the protolith signature. However, the higher concentration in serpentine minerals compared with olivine grains (Fig. 11g-i) indicates that hydrothermal processes also significantly contribute to this diversity. LREE are particularly more mobile in fluids compared with MREE and HREE, leading to their preferential enrichment in the hydrothermal fluids that interact with mafic lithologies. Holes dominated by pervasive serpentinization (Holes M0069A, M0071ABC, Fig. 11a-c) show LREEdepleted patterns that mimic those of refractory abyssal peridotites (e.g. Deschamps et al., 2013) and are therefore minimally affected by fluid-rock interaction. In contrast, U-shaped patterns in Holes M0068B and M0072B ( Fig. 11g and h ) reflect LREE enrichments owing to the proximity with metagabbros or metadolerites. In Hole M0076B, the patterns are intermediate and nearly flat with a slight, gradual LREE depletion from the top to bottom of the hole (Fig. 11d-f ). This correlates with the presence of altered gabbros in the top and the dominance of serpentinized peridotites at the bottom (Fig. 2) and confirms LREE mobility at the meter scale (as for silica), with progressive depletion in the fluids with distance from the mafic source. The efficiency of mafic sources in locally (centimeter scale) controlling the REE composition of the surrounding serpentine minerals is well illustrated in sample 76B-6 (Fig. 11i) , a highly serpentinized harzburgite crosscut by a slightly altered clinopyroxene vein. The serpentine minerals in the successive serpentine textures display REE patterns mimicking those of clinopyroxenes (e.g. Tamura et al., 2008; Seyler et al., 2011) .
Serpentine minerals show variable concentrations in Nb, Ta, Th and Y, which are preferentially mobilized during melt-rock interaction, and to a lesser extent during fluid-rock interaction (Niu, 2004; Paulick et al., 2006) . These elements seem to be mobilized locally and exchanged between the former olivine and pyroxenes, as attested by the intermediate concentrations in serpentine minerals in Holes M0072B and M0076B (Fig. 12a) . Part of the enrichment could also come, as for LREE, from hydrothermal fluids transporting these elements from mafic intervals to serpentine minerals in Hole M0068B. Only Y is enriched at Site M0071, possibly reflecting a higher mobility in the fluids compared with the other elements (Fig. 12b) .
Deep, syn-serpentinization fluid-rock interaction
Serpentinization has weakly affected the major element composition of the peridotites, pointing to nearly isochemical reactions at the sample scale (e.g. Coleman & Keith, 1971) . Most of the serpentine minerals have NiO, Al 2 O 3 , and Cr 2 O 3 contents that lie between the olivine and pyroxene compositions, as is commonly observed in serpentinized peridotites (Deschamps et al., 2013) . This corresponds to local exchange between serpentine textures of elements preferentially concentrated in the primary minerals. In addition, the Fe contained in the primary minerals oxidizes and partly crystallizes as magnetite that is remobilized and progressively concentrated along the preferential permeability pathways, either along microfractures in the mesh texture or along the antigorite and banded vein domains in serpentine 2 recrystallization textures.
Copper, As, and Sb are particularly enriched in the serpentine minerals from Holes M0068B, M0069A, and M0071ABC (Fig. 12c) . These elements are mobile in fluids and are considered to be derived from the fresh mantle and may be concentrated in sulfides (e.g. Hattori et al., 2005; Kiseeva et al., 2017) . Therefore, leaching of these phases by seawater-derived hydrothermal fluids at the onset of serpentinization could favor redistribution among the serpentine textures. Though it is unclear if sulfides concentrate enough of these elements, the enrichments are evidence of relatively deep (Augustin et al., 2012) and potentially intense fluid-rock interaction in some holes.
At all sites, the REE patterns of serpentine minerals show widespread positive Eu anomalies, or on occasion more negative ones (Fig. 11) . Eu anomalies in serpentine minerals are not fully understood. They could mimic the positive anomalies naturally present in plagioclase, transferred by fluids having interacted with mafic rocks. In this case, one would expect a correlation with Sr enrichment , which is not observed here. Alternatively, Eu mobility is favored by reducing conditions and is enhanced under high temperatures, low pH, and high Cl contents (Bau, 1991; Allen & Seyfried, 2005) . Whereas serpentinization reactions produce reducing conditions, olivine serpentinization leads to high pH and alkaline conditions (Palandri & Reed, 2004 ) that preclude the development of anomalies (Bau, 1991) . It is, however, possible that the alteration of mafic rocks and pyroxenes at higher temperatures leads to more acidic conditions favoring Eu mobility and the development of positive anomalies.
Shallow, post-serpentinization fluid-rock interaction
Sr is concentrated in plagioclase (Coogan et al., 2001; Paulick et al., 2006) and more moderately in clinopyroxene (Table 3 ) or in seawater (Douville et al., 2002) . Although Hole M0072B contains a significant amount of altered mafic intervals, the serpentine minerals have the lowest Sr concentrations (Fig. 12d) . In contrast, at Site M0071, where the mineralogical and chemical impact of altered gabbros on serpentinized peridotites seems limited, Sr concentrations in the serpentine minerals are higher. The influence of metagabbros on Sr enrichment in serpentine minerals therefore seems limited here. Alternatively, serpentine minerals have been shown to incorporate or trap significant amounts of Sr during serpentinization or late alteration (Snow et al., 1994; Delacour et al., 2008) . Similarly, enrichments in U are not correlated with the presence of altered mafic intrusions. Instead, U is more mobile when oxidized so that enrichments would rather occur under open and oxidizing conditions (e.g. at shallow depths or during seafloor weathering ; Niu, 2004) than during serpentinization. This suggests that Sr and U enrichment might have occurred during the entire exhumation and continued on the seafloor. These three elements reveal that some portions of the detachment are subjected to intense interaction with fluids whose composition is still highly comparable with seawater. They therefore underline preferential interaction between poorly evolved, seawater-derived hydrothermal fluids and certain domains of the detachment footwall. Sr and U enrichment in serpentine minerals occurs in all the holes except M0069A and M0072B. Hole M0071C is enriched in U but less in Sr, perhaps suggesting that part of the enrichment is decoupled and controlled by local processes and lithologies.
The five sites studied here lie along an east-west spreading-parallel profile across the Atlantis Massif. The western sites therefore correspond to portions of the lithosphere initially emplaced at shallower depths than the eastern sites, which have been exhumed the longest and possibly subjected to seafloor weathering. However, variations in initial position along the detachment fault zone and length of exposure on the seafloor do not seem to have produced major textural or mineralogical differences between the sites. One potential exception is the negative Ce anomalies in REE patterns from Site M0071 samples (Fig. 11a-c) , which could result from seafloor weathering compared with the other sites. Negative Ce anomalies have been considered to develop as a result of prolonged interaction between exhumed serpentinized peridotites and naturally Cedepleted seawater on the seafloor (e.g. Alibo & Nozaki, 1999; Douville et al., 2002) ; for example, as observed in samples dredged on the flanks of the SWIR (Roumé jon et al., 2015) . However, the low LREE concentrations in the Atlantis Massif samples have resulted in incomplete patterns for most of the analyzed samples, thus making interpretations inconclusive.
A conceptual model for alteration heterogeneities on the southern wall of the Atlantis Massif
The alteration textures, mineral assemblages and mineral chemistries recorded in the IODP Expedition 357 drill cores provide constraints on the exhumation and alteration history at varying positions along the detachment footwall that was exhumed and altered to form the southern wall of the Atlantis Massif. Here we propose a conceptual model that focuses on how alteration heterogeneities develop and are controlled by the transition between pervasive and localized serpentinization and by the presence of mafic intrusions, as illustrated in Fig. 13 .
The lack of ductile deformation in gabbros at the central dome (IODP Expedition 304/305 Site 1309) suggests that they were emplaced and crystallized in the residual peridotites before significant strain occurred (Karson et al., 2006; Ildefonse et al., 2007) . In the recovered cores, harzburgites and dunites correspond to 44% of the total length and gabbroic rocks to 4%. The talcamphibole-chlorite-bearing rocks represent 11% of the recovered cores and can be interpreted either as serpentinized and metasomatized peridotites (e.g. Fig. 8a and b) or as altered gabbroic intrusions (Boschi et al., 2006b) . To calculate the initial proportion of gabbros versus peridotite, we take into account and correct for serpentinization-induced volume increase, which can reach 25-45% (e.g. Coleman, 1971) . Assuming a volume increase of 30% and assuming that all the talc-amphibole-chlorite-bearing intervals were former peridotites, peridotites would represent 38Á5% of the total recovered length. In contrast, if the protolith of the talc-amphibole-chlorite-bearing rocks was gabbroic, peridotites would correspond to 30Á8% of the recovered cores. These two end-member volumes correspond to 10-30% gabbros in the peridotites. These estimates are in agreement with those made by Karson et al. (2006) that report 70% peridotites and 30% gabbros based on the lithologies of dive samples recovered from the southern wall. However, the distribution and size of the gabbroic bodies remain unconstrained. In the conceptual model shown in Fig. 13 , the gabbroic intrusions are drawn with a size of $10 m and irregular shapes that finely intrude the surrounding rocks. This size is in agreement with field observations of 'tens of meters' discussed by Karson et al. (2006) and reflects the fact that no massive intervals of gabbros were discovered in the IODP Expedition 357 drill holes, with only relatively thin gabbroic intervals (centimeter-thick veinlets to decimeterthick intervals) present in all the sites, except for a thicker dolerite interval recovered at the top of Hole M0069A. Because of the shallow penetration depths, however, we cannot rule out the possibility that smaller or larger bodies exist but were not drilled.
Alteration commences as the peridotites and gabbros enter the domain of active hydrothermal circulation. Hydration is intense along the detachment fault zone, where the permeability is expected to be the highest (McCaig et al., 2007) , and progresses inside the footwall. In some domains, temperatures above 350-400 C favor the replacement of orthopyroxenes by talc or tremolite, whereas olivine is preserved. When the fluids reach temperatures below 350 C, efficient serpentinization starts and affects the footwall, as recorded by the development of mesh texture at all sites. Based on zircon analyses and multicomponent magnetic remanence data for the central dome, Schoolmeesters et al. (2012) proposed a model for the thermal structure of the Atlantis Massif in which the 350 C isotherm would correspond to a depth of $5 km below the surface. Thus, initiation of serpentinization would have occurred at significant depths and early in the exhumation history of the massif. The infiltration of seawater-derived hydrothermal fluids is facilitated by the closely spaced microfracture network crosscutting the olivine, resulting from combined thermal and tectonic stresses and enhanced by reaction-induced fractures at the onset of serpentinization (Roumé jon & Cannat, 2014) . Incipient hydration is likely to provoke dissolution of phases that contain Cu, As, and Sb in the peridotites and Nb, Ta, Th, and Y in the gabbros, and therefore leads to transport and enrichment in the surrounding serpentine minerals. The difference in temperature during initial hydration may indicate different depths of hydrothermal circulation, with some hydrothermal fluids infiltrating the footwall at shallower depths (i.e. slightly lower temperatures) than others. This would imply that fluid supply at the hydration front is locally and temporally heterogeneous (Roumé jon & Cannat, 2014) .
As the portion of the footwall reaches shallower levels in the crust, fluid flow is dominated by the most continuous fracture planes, which form permeability pathways and channel the fluids along specific domains of the mesh-textured peridotite. Serpentinization shows a transition from pervasive to localized as indicated by recrystallization of the mesh texture to chrysotiledominated serpentine 2 and banded veins. Based on the frequent occurrence of similar recrystallization textures in serpentinized peridotites dredged on both sides of the easternmost SWIR, Roumé jon et al. (2015) suggested that recrystallized samples were part of broad (1-100 m wide), planar domains, cutting through the background mesh-textured peridotite with a spacing of $100 m. Core M0076B-7R1 in Hole M0076B (Fig. 3) provides evidence that a continuity exists and that such domains have a planar geometry. Their width is nevertheless limited to $1 m, at least in this case. We hypothesize that, at larger scales, these planar domains are interconnected in the footwall and form broad cells (intermediate circle in Fig. 13 ), analogous to the geometries developed in the mesh texture (100-400 mm scale, Roumé jon et al., 2015) and by the recrystallization textures ($10 cm scale). Fluid flow is localized and intense along the edges where the permeability is the highest, but is pervasive and reduced, although still active, within the cells where the permeability is lower.
In Fig. 13 , we draw the cells with a preferred orientation subparallel to the detachment fault plane with poorly constrained sizes ranging between a few tens of meters and 100 m. We here propose the hypothesis that if the cells were as small as $10 m, they would have been sampled in several holes rather than solely in Hole M0076B. The 100 m upper value was suggested by Roumé jon et al. (2015) , based on the relatively frequent occurrence of recrystallized and veined samples (25% of the samples in 33 dredges) and the typical length of a dredge haul (a few hundred meters) along the easternmost SWIR. If cells were larger than a few hundred meters, a lower proportion of these lithologies would have been recovered. These cells might be comparable with the outcrop patterns described in the Woodsreef serpentinites by O'Hanley & Offler (1992, fig. 3 ). We also hypothesize that the gabbroic bodies divert fluid flow by acting as relatively impermeable cores. This assumption is based on several arguments: (1) the gabbros do not contain a closely spaced and interconnected fracturing network as developed in the mesh-textured peridotites; (2) pyroxenes as the main mineral constituent in gabbros are more resistant to fracturing than olivine so that the gabbros should be less permeable than the peridotites; (3) no gabbros or mafic intrusions are involved in the interval of localized serpentinization in Hole M0076B, but are instead found above and below. This stage of fluid-rock interaction corresponds to a relatively shallow and open system, in which the compositional signature of seawater in the hydrothermal fluids remains important. It is probably under these conditions that U and Sr enrichment in serpentine minerals initiates. As shown in Hole M0076B, this stage of fluid-rock interaction also corresponds to Si-metasomatism in domains of recrystallized mesh texture, suggesting that fluids carry relatively high concentrations of Si and LREE away from the altered mafic sources.
At least some dolerite dikes crosscut the peridotites and gabbros after the onset of hydration. Two observations help to constrain the timing of intrusion: (1) chilled margins along a dolerite dike in an amphibole-chlorite schist interval from Hole M0075B (Frü h-Green et al., 2017) indicate that intrusion occurs after the onset of alteration; (2) in Hole M0072B, microfracture-related domains might result from an event of dolerite intrusion that induced fracturing of the surrounding lithologies. These microfracture-related domains crosscut the partially serpentinized mesh texture so that dolerite intrusion occurs during the pervasive fluid-rock interaction stage. The development of subsequent tremolite-chlorite and talc assemblages indicates that significant amounts of fluids were channeled along these intrusions (Boschi et al., 2006b ) instead of through the peridotites. In Fig. 13 , we draw this stage of dolerite intrusion as vertical pipes, locally overprinted by the large-scale cells.
The upper circle in Fig. 13 represents the final stage in the exhumation history when the portion of the detachment footwall is completely exhumed and subjected to incipient weathering and mass wasting on the seafloor. We have positioned the drilled holes in that frame, although the distances between them are not to scale for clarity purposes. The holes from Sites M0069 and M0071 are characterized by very limited gabbroic contents and dominantly pervasive serpentinization. Therefore, we place these holes away from the main gabbroic bodies and cell edges. The lack of Sr and U enrichments in Hole M0069A suggests that the rocks in this hole weakly interacted with relatively shallow hydrothermal fluids and suggests a position at the center of a cell. Alternatively, the emplacement of a dolerite dike at the top of Hole M0069A may have channeled fluids along its walls instead of through the peridotite. Unfortunately, the present density of sampling does not allow us to test this hypothesis. In contrast, Holes M0071A and M0071B are enriched in Sr and U, which suggests that they were probably in the vicinity of a cell edge. Hole M0071C shows intermediate behavior: enrichments in U as in Holes M0071A and M0071B, but no enrichment in Sr as in Hole M0069A. This hole may be situated a little farther away from the cell edge than the other holes from Site M0071, but still in the vicinity, as these holes were drilled a few hundred meters away from each other. We apply a similar reasoning for Holes M0068B and M0072B. Both are closely linked with gabbroic intrusions, as indicated by the lithologies and LREE concentrations, as well as Nb enrichments in the serpentine minerals. Hole M0068B is enriched in all fluid-mobile elements, whereas Hole M0072B is not. Thus, Hole M0068B was probably situated close to a cell edge whereas M0072B was in the center of a cell. Finally, Hole M0076B is crosscut by a domain of localized serpentinization corresponding to a cell edge and shows moderate Si-metasomatism or LREE-enrichment so that the top was in the vicinity of a gabbroic body.
Similar reasoning could be applied to constrain 100 m to kilometer-sized alteration heterogeneities in detachment systems documented at other locations along the MAR where multiple, closely spaced holes have been drilled; for example, in the Fifteen-Twenty fracture zone (ODP Leg 209; Kelemen et al., 2004) or at the MARK area (23 N, ODP Leg 153; Cannat et al., 1995) . It is, however, important to note that the present-day rock recoveries (dredges, drill holes, dives) sample only the shallowest levels of the detachment fault zone, which correspond to domains localized in the vicinity of the fault plane. Therefore, the present model may not apply to domains localized further away inside the footwall.
The proximity of the IODP Expedition 357 drill holes to the fault plane also puts into question how this alteration model links with the detachment-related deformation. Previous work at the Atlantis Massif has shown that the cliffs along the southern wall expose the internal structure of the massif (e.g. Schroeder & John, 2004; Karson et al., 2006) . The outcrops reveal that below the sedimentary cover, the massif is composed of an $100 m thick zone containing strongly foliated to mylonitic serpentinized peridotites and talc-amphibole-chlorite schists. This domain, identified as the detachment shear zone, concentrates an important detachment-related deformation. It overlies a more massive peridotitic-dominant basement, only locally crosscut by mylonitic planes. At the microscopic scale, peridotite samples recovered by dives and dredging record an evolution of the deformation style and distribution with exhumation (Schroeder & John, 2004) . Whereas early ductile deformation locally develops as crystal-plastic shear zones in a 500 m thick domain below the fault zone, subsequent semi-brittle deformation is restrained to the 90 m below the inferred fault plane. Semi-brittle deformation was active after the onset of serpentinization and is accommodated by localized tremolite-chlorite schist shear zones. Schroeder & John (2004) concluded that these tremolite-chlorite shear zones weakened the peridotite more than serpentinization itself. They are overprinted by the later brittle deformation in the first 10 m below the fault zone. Our study confirms that serpentinized peridotites themselves are scarcely affected by deformation. Although this could result from the high degree of serpentinization, only rare textures indicate ductile deformation of the primary minerals. Instead, semibrittle or brittle deformations are mostly accommodated by talc-, amphibole-and/or chlorite-bearing schistose or cataclastic intervals that are derived from mafic lithologies and that crosscut the peridotite (Frü h-Green et al., 2017), preserving serpentine textures from deformation.
CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the alteration of peridotites drilled in seven holes at five sites across the southern wall of the Atlantis Massif during IODP Expedition 357. Detailed textural, mineralogical and geochemical investigations reveal variable alteration between holes that represent different portions of the footwall exhumed in the vicinity of the detachment fault plane.
The textural and mineralogical observations indicate that all the harzburgites and dunites underwent a stage of pervasive serpentinization, under temperatures in the range of C. This led to a magnetite-bearing mesh texture in which olivine is highly to fully consumed. Alteration of orthopyroxenes to talc, tremolite, or chlorite in Holes M0068B, M0072B, and M0076B suggests that hydration may have started at higher temperatures (400-500 C) in some portions of the footwall. Pervasive serpentinization dominates at the more western Sites M0069 and M0071. In the central Hole M0076B, it is overprinted by further localized recrystallization or vein formation, dominated by chrysotile or antigorite. All these textures record the transition between a pervasive hydration and the emplacement of localized fluid pathways at the initiation of focused and intense fluid-rock interaction. The recrystallization of lizardite into chrysotile or antigorite suggests that both the supersaturation of the fluids relative to serpentine and the Si/Mg ratio of this dissolved material evolve while serpentinization is active. In several holes (Holes M0068B, M0072B, M0076B), alteration of gabbroic or doleritic intrusions leads to tremolite, chlorite and/or talc-bearing textures overprinting the serpentinization textures.
Melt-intrusion as well as syn-and postserpentinization fluid-rock interaction are recorded by trace element enrichments in serpentine minerals compared with primary minerals. LREE, Nb, Ta, Th and Y enrichments indicate the vicinity of altered mafic intrusions, whereas Cu, As and Sb probably derive from leaching of accessory phases in the mantle at depth. Strontium and U enrichments result from fluid-rock interaction occurring after serpentinization at shallow depths, or during seafloor weathering after complete exhumation.
Our results highlight the specific characteristics of each hole and show that the footwall exhumed at the Atlantis Massif, and probably in any detachment system, is heterogeneous at scales between 100 m and 1 km. The initial mantle peridotite was variably intruded by gabbroic bodies and later dolerite dikes at different lithospheric depths within the footwall. In addition, hydration evolved in time and space, controlled by the evolution of the pathways preferentially used by hydrothermal fluids. Initial pervasive hydration occurs under heterogeneous temperature conditions. As exhumation proceeds, the hydrothermal fluids follow preferential pathways that are interconnected and form large-scale cells. They produce heterogeneous serpentinization assemblages marking intense fluid-rock interaction on cell edges and more limited fluid-rock interaction elsewhere. In parallel, interaction between fluids and mafic intrusions affects the chemistry of the fluids and influences the mineral assemblages and the chemistry of the serpentine minerals in the peridotites with which they later interact.
The presence of the active, highly alkaline hydrothermal system at Lost City indicates that serpentinization processes remain continuing in the southern wall of the Atlantis Massif. The volume of carbonate veins recovered during IODP Expedition 357 was surprisingly low (Frü h-Green et al., 2017) , even in sites near Lost City, which suggests that present-day fluid flow and hydrothermal activity at Lost City is localized by late normal faults that cut the southern wall (Denny et al., 2015) . However, hydrogen and methane anomalies were documented by an extensive water column sampling program and use of a custom sensor package and fluid sampling during IODP Expedition 357. Hydrogen concentrations in bottom waters were elevated above the massif, particularly at sites near Lost City. Methane concentrations were also elevated during drilling, and bubbles were occasionally seen emanating from the seafloor, particularly at Sites M0070 and M0071. These elevated volatile concentrations reflect active serpentinization processes occurring within the sub-seafloor and suggest a flux of hydrogen and methane into bottom seawater at oceanic core complexes.
